
    Save Time    Safe Work Zone    Scissor Deck

Hand fabricated aluminum folding scissor type  maintenance platforms. Hand fabricated aluminum folding scissor type  maintenance platforms. 

RV Maintenance

1 or 2 person spring assisted lift. L Extension 

ladder entry: deck end or side. Standard models with total lock 6” wheels, quick remove handrails 

& non slip perforated deck surface. Economy models. Accessories include outrigger legs, deck

support stantions, tool trays, deck padding. Canadian made. CSA, ANSI & OSHA compliant.

10 height positions with 30” range. ocking wheels. 

Dennis, shop foreman at GNR RV, Winnipeg, MB (purchased 4 Scissor Deck 7000 series with outriggers) “We use the Scissor Decks to remove mouldings,

 re and re windows and install decals. We need the height ( 7000 series max deck height with outriggers is 7' 5”) which is perfect for us. They are working fantastic.”

Paul McGuire, Operations Manager, Happy Trails RV, Prince George, BC (purchased 6000 series economy system) “They've been using them for waxing down 

the trailers and washing. The Techs use them for replacing tin on the side of the trailers and for re & re'ing decals. We like it very much so. The owner is quite happy 

with it. The techs like it.

Ken Allen, Service Manager, Johnny Walker RV, Las Vegas Nevada. I like the Scissor Deck product for accessing the front or rear of an RV. We like its narrow 

width. It fits nicely alongside an RV in our spray booth. I just used it for installing an RV awning. I really like the ladder access as opposed to baker scaffolding. I like 

the handrail. This product is worth the investment. 

Jeremy Miller, Operations Manager, General RV, Wickson, MI

We use our (7000 series) system for multiple uses: applying our paint protection, roof inspections, roof seals and any type of roof applications such as marker 

and service lights, installing slide toppers, awnings, and windows.  I was able to move the whole system by myself about 300 or 400 feet from the back of the 

service lot to the front. It maneuvered very well. It's a light piece of equipment but still sturdy.  I would recommend it to other people in the RV business because

 it adds efficiencies to the jobs. 

 

Testimonials:


